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MINERvA reports inclusive charged-current cross sections for muon neutrinos on hydrocarbon in
the NuMI beamline. We measured the double-differential cross section in terms of the longitudinal
and transverse muon momenta, as well as the single-differential cross sections in those variables. The
data used in this analysis correspond to an exposure of 3.34 × 1020 protons on target with a peak
neutrino energy of approximately 3.5GeV. Measurements are compared to the GENIE, NuWro and
GiBUU neutrino cross-section predictions, as well as a version of GENIE modified to produce better
agreement with prior exclusive MINERvA measurements. None of the models or variants were able
to successfully reproduce the data across the entire phase space, which includes areas dominated by
each interaction channel.
PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 14.60.Lm
I. INTRODUCTION
Precision neutrino oscillation measurements rely on ac-
curate nuclear interaction models to estimate certain sys-
tematic uncertainties which can be a significant com-
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ponent of the total systematic uncertainty [1][2]. Esti-
mation of the incident neutrino energy based on the fi-
nal state particles relies on these models [2][3]. Precise
measurements of the inclusive CC neutrino cross sec-
tion (including all interaction channels, with the only
the presence of a charged lepton required) in the sub-
GeV to multi-GeV regime of Eν illuminate the interplay
of quasielastic (QE) scattering, baryon resonance pro-
duction (RES) and deep inelastic scattering (DIS). This
2interplay involves aspects of neutrino-nucleus scattering
and nuclear modeling which are not well understood;
hence, its exploration is of current interest. Moreover,
CC inclusive measurements provide stringent tests for
neutrino generators and provide a basis for refinement of
models that can ultimately reduce systematic uncertain-
ties in oscillation experiments.
In this article we present an inclusive double-
differential charged-current (CC) cross section, as well as
two single-differential cross sections. There are three at-
tributes of inclusive neutrino cross section measurements
that enhance their utility to the neutrino physics commu-
nity. Firstly, they have straightforward signal definitions
that allow for direct comparison between experiments.
Secondly, inclusive cross section measurements have high
statistical precision and small background contamina-
tion. Finally, inclusive cross section measurements pro-
vide the opportunity to look at the entirety of a single
generator prediction at once, allowing for examination
of the interplay of the various interaction channels often
studied exclusively.
The new cross sections are presented as functions of
the transverse and longitudinal muon momenta. Muon
momentum is a well-defined quantity that can be recon-
structed to a high precision (in comparison with measure-
ments of the final-state hadronic system) which makes in-
terpretation in the true parameter space less sensitive to
model assumptions. The double-differential nature of the
measurement allows for some separation of different in-
teraction channels, with quasielastic (QE) interactions,
baryon resonance production (RES), and deep inelas-
tic scattering (DIS) each dominating different regions of
phase space.
In order to take advantage of the model sensitivity of
inclusive and double-differential cross sections, we com-
pare to predictions of three neutrino interaction models:
GENIE [4], NuWro [5], and GiBUU [6]. Modified ver-
sions of GENIE are also shown, including two altered
to achieve better agreement with prior MINERvA anal-
yses [7]. Details on the interaction models used for this
analysis are discussed in Sec.III C.
Prior inclusive measurements by MINERvA include
νµ and νµ total cross sections as a function of neu-
trino energy on scintillator and carbon using the “low-ν”
method [8][9]. Recent inclusive cross section measure-
ments from T2K [10] and MicroBooNE [11] have simi-
larly presented results as a double-differential cross sec-
tion in muon variables. Both of these measurements were
performed with a lower average neutrino beam energy
than used for MINERvA. There are some similarities
in the Q2 regions probed by quasielastic interactions in
the three experiments, however, MINERvA has greater
accesses to inelastic interaction channels. The Micro-
BooNE measurement also used a different target nucleus,
argon. Total cross section measurements presented as
functions of neutrino energy have also been reported by
NOMAD [12] with most interactions on carbon, and by
MINOS [13], CCFR [14] and NuTeV [15] with most in-
teractions on iron, as well as CHORUS [16] with most
interactions on lead.
This work builds on previous results from MINERvA,
and particularly benefits from a reduced flux uncertainty.
A measurement of neutrino-electron scattering improved
the knowledge of the absolute neutrino flux [17]. Addi-
tionally, hadron production data and particle yield mea-
surements were used to constrain the normalization and
shape of the flux [18]. These measurements have reduced
MINERvA’s average flux uncertainty to 7% [17].
II. EXPERIMENT
MINERvA is a fine-grained detector situated in the
NuMI neutrino beamline at Fermilab. MINERvA con-
sists of 208 active hexagonal planes made up of trian-
gular plastic scintillator strips, with a region of nuclear
targets (not used in this analysis), as well as an active
tracking region [19]. This analysis uses a portion of the
active tracking region with a fiducial mass of 5.48 tons.
Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters surround the
perimeter of these hexagonal planes, with additional elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry downstream of the
active tracking volume. The fiducial volume is comprised
of 88.5% carbon, 8.2% hydrogen, 2.5% oxygen, 0.5% tita-
nium, 0.2% chlorine, 0.07% aluminum, and 0.07% silicon
by mass. The strips in successive planes are arranged
in three different orientations (0◦ and ±60◦ from verti-
cal) to allow for three-dimensional track reconstruction.
Wavelength-shifting fibers embedded in the strips of scin-
tillator are read out by optical cables that connect to
photomultiplier tubes. The photomultiplier tubes read
out the scintillation light with a 3-ns timing resolution.
Muons exiting the downstream end of MINERvA may
enter the MINOS near detector (ND), which sits 2 m
downstream of MINERvA. The MINOS ND is then able
to measure muon charge and momentum [20].
The NuMI beam is produced by 120-GeV protons in-
teracting with a carbon target. Magnetic focusing horns
are used to direct positively charged mesons toward the
MINERvA detector [21]. The mesons decay in a helium-
filled decay pipe producing a neutrino beam. The hor-
izontal (zˆ) axis of the detector is at a 58-mrad angle
relative to the direction of the NuMI beam, which points
downward.
This analysis is based on data taken between 2010 and
2012 with an exposure of 3.34 × 1020 protons on target
while the NuMI beam was operated in the low-energy
neutrino mode. This mode provides a beam that is ap-
proximately 93% muon neutrinos, 6% muon antineutri-
nos, and 1% electron neutrinos and antineutrinos, with
a peak energy of approximately 3.5 GeV [18].
3III. SIMULATION
A. Detector response
The simulation of detector response is based upon
GEANT4 v4.9.4p6 [22]; it includes an overlay of data
events in order to model the effects of simultaneous ac-
tivity taking place in the detector. A scaled down ver-
sion of the MINERvA detector, which collected data in
a charged-particle beam, was used to determine the ab-
solute hadron energy scale and its uncertainty [23]. The
response of the detector to minimum ionizing particles is
calibrated using muons that transverse the length of the
detector [19].
B. Flux model
The NuMI beam flux is modeled based on
GEANT4 [21] with additional modifications derived
from prior measurements of proton-carbon hadron pro-
duction [24], as well as measured thin-target yields [18].
Neutrino-electron scattering, which was previously
measured by MINERvA [17], is also used to constrain
the flux.
C. Interaction models
Neutrino interactions are simulated using GENIE
2.8.4 [4]. Nuclear effects are modeled using the relativis-
tic Fermi gas model [25] with a maximum momentum for
a struck nucleon of 0.221GeV/c and the Bodek-Ritchie
short range correlation model for the inclusion of higher
momentum struck nucleons [26].
The Llewellyn-Smith formalism [27] with electromag-
netic form factors from BBBA2005 [28] is used for mod-
eling quasielastic interactions. The axial form factor is
assumed to have a dipole form and an axial vector mass of
MA = 0.99 GeV/c
2. Resonance production in GENIE is
simulated using the Rein-Seghal model [29]. The Bodek-
Yang model [30] is used to leading order for simulation
of DIS. GENIE models hadron rescattering (final-state
interactions) using the GENIE INTRANUKE-hA pack-
age [31]. In place of a full intranuclear cascade, final
state interactions are modeled using an effective particle
cascade. At most one particle rescatter is allowed be-
fore absorption or exiting the nucleus, with pion-nucleus
scattering data used to determine the relative scattering
probabilities[32].
MINERvA has made modifications to GENIE 2.8.4 in
order to obtain better predictions of specific channels pre-
viously measured by MINERvA, which is referred to as
MnvGENIE v1 below. A major modification was made
to add a screening effect and its uncertainty to quasielas-
tic reactions based on the Valencia group’s random phase
approximation (RPA) applied to a Fermi gas [33, 34]. An-
other major modification was to add a meson exchange
current based two-particle knockout process (leaving two
holes in the nucleus, abbreviated 2p2h) [35–37]. These
modifications did not provide sufficient strength to re-
produce prior MINERvA measurements of inclusive CC
scattering at low momentum transfer [38]. The 2p2h
model was enhanced using an empirical fit to the ob-
served hadronic energy spectrum achieving a good de-
scription of [38] by construction and the companion an-
tineutrino data [39] without further tuning. These modi-
fications also improve the description of muon kinematics
of CC events without pions [7, 40] and the distribution
of observed hadronic energy. Turning these modifications
on and off is a major part of the discussion later in the
paper.
One more modification is made. The GENIE nonres-
onant pion production model (part of the GENIE DIS
classification) is decreased by 43% based on comparing
GENIE to a reanalysis of deuterium bubble chamber data
[41, 42]. This modification is made to all of the variations
of GENIE that are used in this paper, with the exception
of GENIE 2.8.4 which has no modifications.
A second version of the tune developed by MINERvA,
referred to as MINERvA GENIE v2, is also used as
a model comparison. MINERvA GENIE v2 includes
all of the modifications used in MnvGENIE v1, with
the addition of a suppression of pion production at low
four-momentum squared (Q2) [43]. This suppression
is tuned to prior MINERvA measurements of charged-
current baryon resonance production that observed di-
minished event rates at low Q2 [44][45][46]. A quantita-
tively similar suppression based on MINOS data is also
included as a comparison [47].
NuWro [5] and GiBUU [6] simulations represent al-
ternative interaction models that can be compared with
these measurements. Additionally, three models of true
deep inelastic scattering (W > 2.0GeV, Q2 > 1.0GeV2)
are shown as partial model comparisons. The MIN-
ERvA low-energy data used for this analysis spans a
neutrino energy range from the first onset of nonreso-
nant pion production to energies at which true DIS is
the dominant CC interaction channel (all included in the
GENIE DIS classification). Because DUNE will operate
in a similar neutrino energy range, comparisons of the
data with specific true DIS models are of particular in-
terest. The first two true DIS models are nCTEQ15 [48]
and nCTEQν [49], which are global analyses of nuclear
parton distributions based on charged lepton-nucleus and
neutrino-nucleus scattering respectively. The third is a
beyond leading order microscopic model developed at
Aligarh Muslim University (AMU) referred to in plots
as AMU DIS [50]. These true DIS models are imple-
mented by reweighting GENIE DIS events which haveW
and Q2 values within the range for true DIS interactions
mentioned above. The AMU and GENIE DIS models
do not incorporate QED radiative corrections; however,
these radiative corrections are included in the nCTEQ15
and nCTEQν fits. The other processes are described by
MnvGENIE v1.
4IV. EVENT SAMPLE
A. Signal Definition
The defining characteristic of a νµ CC event is the
presence of a µ−. In order to be considered signal, an
event must have one negatively-charged muon with an
angle of less than 20 degrees with respect to the beam-
line. An angular cut is needed because the acceptance
of the MINOS near detector (which is required to recon-
struct muon charge and momentum) decreases rapidly
for events with muon scattering angles greater than 20
degrees. There are no additional limitations made based
on particle type, and events with any number of addi-
tional particles are allowed.
B. Event Reconstruction and Selection
The essential requirement for an event to be recon-
structed in this analysis is that there is a muon present,
and that the muon momentum, angle, and charge can
all be reconstructed. Muon track reconstruction requires
the muon to originate in the fiducial volume, traverse the
remainder of the MINERvA detector and leave a track
in the MINOS near detector, which is matched with a
MINERvA track. Timing and position information are
used in order to match tracks in MINERvA with tracks
in the MINOS near detector.
This analysis reconstructs events using the same
method described in Ref. [7], though many of the vari-
ables reconstructed in the referenced exclusive MIN-
ERvA measurement are not used for this inclusive anal-
ysis, which only utilizes the muon. For a track to be
reconstructed, the muon must traverse a minimum of 9
planes in MINERvA.
The muon momentum is calculated by using the ion-
ization energy loss for a muon traversing the material
in the MINERvA detector in conjunction with the mo-
mentum reconstructed from MINOS [20]. Muon charge
is reconstructed using track curvature in the magnetized
MINOS near detector and is required to be negative.
The reconstructed vertex must be within the fiducial
volume of the active tracker area of the detector. A muon
is classified as originating in the fiducial volume if its
primary interaction vertex is located in a 2.37-m long
section of scintillator and within an 850-mm apothem.
Tracks that are not associated with the primary event
and activity occurring more then 5 ns before or 10 ns
after the muon time are removed, as described in [7].
C. Selected Events
The resulting event sample, after cuts but before back-
ground subtraction, is shown in Fig. 1. This sample has
325,588 events with a selection purity (percentage of se-
lected MC events that are true signal events) of 99.3%.
In the figure, the unstacked components of MnvGENIE
v1 are shown by GENIE interaction type. Quasielas-
tic and two particle two hole (2p2h) events are com-
bined into one category, while events classified as DIS
by GENIE are further broken down using kinematic re-
strictions. True DIS events are defined as GENIE DIS
events that have a W > 2.0GeV and a Q2 > 1.0GeV2,
while, for this analysis, the soft DIS category is defined to
contain the remaining GENIE DIS events that fail either
or both of these kinematic limitations. Baryon single-
pion resonance production and other CC events make up
the remainder of the signal sample, while neutral-current
events and charged-current events originating from other
flavor neutrinos or any flavor of antineutrinos comprise
the background events for this analysis.
V. CROSS-SECTION EXTRACTION
In order to extract the cross section, we take the se-
lected events and subtract the number of background
events predicted by the simulation based on the total
number of protons on target. The background-subtracted
event sample is then unfolded in order to account for de-
tector resolution effects. Next, an efficiency correction is
applied to the unfolded sample. Finally, the efficiency-
corrected sample is normalized by the flux and number
of targets.
A. Background Subtraction
In this inclusive sample, background events make up
only 0.75% of the total selected simulated events with
0.50% of the simulated events coming from other-flavor
neutrino events (mostly νµ events), and 0.24% coming
from neutral-current events (primarily from pion punch-
through). The neutral-current events occur mostly in
the lowest p|| bin (1.5<p||< 2.0GeV), with a peak in
the third pT bin (0.15<pT < 0.25GeV). The other-flavor
neutrino events are more evenly distributed throughout
the longitudinal momentum space, with a peak in the
fifth pT bin (0.33<pT < 0.40GeV) and first p|| bin.
Background events make up less than 2 percent of se-
lected events in over 95% of the phase space, with larger
background contributions appearing only in the lowest-
momentum bins. The bin with the lowest total momen-
tum has the largest contribution, with 15% of events com-
ing from background events. The small background con-
tribution allows for an absolutely predicted background
subtraction without introducing substantial model de-
pendence.
B. Unfolding
Detector resolution effects result in reconstructed vari-
ables being smeared away from their true values. The
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FIG. 1. Selected events of data and MnvGENIE v1 in bins of longitudinal and transverse momenta, shown alongside modeled
neutrino interaction types. Each panel represents a single bin of longitudinal (transverse) momentum in the top (bottom) plot.
Note that multipliers are applied in some panels to better display low-population bins.
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional migration matrix projected into
transverse momentum (top) and longitudinal momentum
(bottom). Both projections are nearly diagonal.
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FIG. 4. Systematic uncertainties for pT (top) and p|| (bot-
tom) single-differential cross sections. The neutrino flux is the
largest fractional uncertainty (7%) for both variables, with the
uncertainty from the muon reconstruction becoming sizable at
high pT and low p||.
magnitude of the smearing can be estimated from
Monte Carlo simulations of the detector response. The
data are iteratively unfolded using RooUnfold [51],
a ROOT implementation of the D’Agostini unfolding
method [52][53]. In order to estimate the validity of the
unfolding method, several unfolding studies were done.
For each unfolding study, a different reconstructed Monte
Carlo event sample was used as an approximation of the
response of the data (as pseudodata), and unfolded us-
ing the central value Monte Carlo smearing matrix. The
number of iterations with which the pseudodata is un-
folded is varied, and χ2 values are calculated by com-
paring the unfolded pseudodata with event distributions
of the pseudodata in true momentum space. In the first
of these studies, we tested the unfolding by using the
central value Monte Carlo for both the pseudodata and
the smearing matrix. During this test, the χ2 reached
the number of degrees of freedom within a single itera-
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FIG. 5. Categorical breakdown of systematic uncertainties on the double-differential cross section measurement in slices of
p|| (top) and pT (bottom). Flux is the dominant uncertainty in the majority of phase space, with muon reconstruction the
other comparable uncertainty in some areas.
8tion as expected. Next, default GENIE 2.8.4 (no tunes
applied), and GENIE with the nonresonant pion tune
and quasielastic RPA applied (without the inclusion of
a 2p2h sample), were used as pseudodata, while still us-
ing the smearing matrix derived from MnvGENIE v1.
In these studies, the χ2 reached a minimum at 10 itera-
tions. There are 144 degrees of freedom for these studies,
as there are 12×13 bins minus 12 bins excluded due to
the 20 degree angle requirement. Additionally, a study
was done in which the Monte Carlo was reweighted on
an event by event basis (warped) using a weighting func-
tion that approximates the data to Monte Carlo ratio for
MnvGENIE v1. The results using warped Monte Carlo
as pseudodata were consistent with the former studies.
As a result of these studies, unfolding is performed with
10 iterations for this analysis.
The one-dimensional projections of the full two-
dimensional migration matrix into pT and p|| are shown
in Fig. 2. The smearing matrices for both the full two-
dimensional space and the projections are nearly diago-
nal.
C. Efficiency Correction and Normalization
A bin-by-bin efficiency correction derived from the sim-
ulation is applied to the unfolded event sample; the signal
efficiency is shown in Fig. 3.
The empty region in the top left of the plot is due to
the requirement that the muon must be within a 20 de-
gree angle of the beamline. The area around this region
has lower efficiencies due to a larger portion of the event
muons missing MINOS at these larger angles. The ef-
ficiencies for each interaction type were also calculated,
and they each have similar magnitudes and shapes to the
total CC efficiency.
Efficiency-corrected event rates are normalized using
the flux given in [18] integrated from 0 to 120 GeV, re-
sulting in a normalization factor of 2.877×10−8cm−2 per
POT. Flux-averaged cross sections are then normalized
by the number of nucleons in the fiducial volume.
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
A breakdown of systematic uncertainties on the single-
differential cross sections is shown in Fig. 4. Both projec-
tions have similar uncertainties and contributions, with
the flux being the dominant systematic uncertainty in
both, and total uncertainties ranging from 8 to 10%.
An uncertainty summary for the double-differential
cross sections is shown in Fig. 5. Flux is again the domi-
nant systematic, contributing at the 7% level throughout
the phase space. The uncertainty in the muon energy
scale, the dominant component of the muon reconstruc-
tion uncertainty, is comparable to the flux uncertainty
at low longitudinal momentum. There is a noticeable
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FIG. 6. Measured differential cross sections in transverse and
longitudinal momenta. MnvGENIE v1 is shown with its un-
stacked components.
effect in the lowest p|| bin in which the muon energy un-
certainty fluctuates between high and low points. This
effect appears as a result of unfolding, with higher num-
bers of iterations producing highly anti-correlated bins.
The other systematics categories each make up a smaller
contribution to the total uncertainty than the statisti-
cal uncertainty. The model uncertainties are evaluated
through each stage of the cross section extraction using
the GENIE reweighting framework [4].
VII. RESULTS
A. Interaction channel model components
The extracted single-differential cross sections in lon-
gitudinal and transverse momentum are shown along-
side MnvGENIE v1 in Fig. 6. This figure also shows
the unstacked interaction channel components predicted
by MnvGENIE v1. The transverse momentum projec-
tion shows a separation of true DIS type events, but the
QE+2p2h, RES, and soft DIS interaction channels are
all occupying the same area of pT . MnvGENIE v1 makes
an underprediction from 0.55<pT < 1.5GeV, with agree-
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unstacked components.
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FIG. 9. Absolutely normalized ratios of data, GENIE 2.8.4,
NuWro, and GiBUU to MnvGENIE v1 for pT and p||. The
transverse momentum projection shows tension between all
models and data in the 0.55<pT < 1.50GeV range, with the
highest pT bin modeled the best. In longitudinal momentum,
all models underpredict the cross section, with the most sig-
nificant discrepancy of a 20 to 40% normalization difference
occurring with GiBUU.
ment within 1σ in the mid-pT and highest-pT bin. The
muon longitudinal momentum projection shows very lit-
tle separation between any of the interaction channels.
In this projection there is agreement with MnvGENIE
v1 in the first few bins, with an underprediction of the
cross section for all longitudinal momenta greater than
4GeV.
The double-differential cross section is shown in Fig. 7
along with MnvGENIE v1 and an unstacked break-
down of the simulated interaction types. This double-
differential result shows much better separation be-
tween interaction channels than shown in either single-
differential projection. Some notable features of this
double-differential result include an overprediction of
the cross section in the majority of the 0 to 0.07GeV
pT bins, an underprediction of the cross section for
bins with high p|| and midrange pT , and underpredic-
tions for pT>0.85GeV and p||< 6.0GeV. The data-MC
differences do not track with any individual interaction
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FIG. 10. Shape-only ratios of data, GENIE 2.8.4, NuWro,
and GiBUU to MnvGENIE v1 for pT and p||. In the trans-
verse momentum projection GENIE 2.8.4 performs the best,
agreeing well with data for all but the lowest pT bins. In
longitudinal momentum, GENIE 2.8.4 and NuWro show the
best agreement, with 75% of bins in agreement.
channel, as can be more clearly seen in Fig. 8, which
shows the data and simulated interaction types as a ratio
to MnvGENIE v1. One channel which preforms compar-
atively poorly is the soft DIS; when it is the dominant
interaction channel, MnvGENIE v1 consistently under-
predicts the cross section. Some portions of phase space
in which true DIS is the dominant channel see a simi-
lar trend, specifically in the pT range from 0.85GeV to
1.50GeV. However, in bins with higher average values
of W, specifically the bins with an average W> 3.5GeV
(the 5 highest p|| bins with pT > 1.50GeV and the high-
est p|| bin with 1.25GeV<pT < 1.50GeV), all have true
DIS contributions of greater than 80% and show good
agreement with the data.
B. Performance comparisons of neutrino event
generators
A summary of χ2 values for each model and tune is
shown in Table I. This table presents the sum of bin-by-
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FIG. 11. Ratios of the measured cross section, untuned GENIE 2.8.4, NuWro 19.02, and GiBUU 2019 to MnvGENIE v1. None
of these models are able to faithfully reproduce the measured cross sections throughout the two dimensional phase space. The
region which has the best model agreement is in the lower half of the p|| range with 0.15<pT < 0.55GeV.
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FIG. 12. Shape-only ratios of the measured cross section, untuned GENIE 2.8.4, NuWro 19.02, and GiBUU 2019 to MnvGENIE
v1. Data in the region 2.0<p||< 5.0GeV with pT < 0.25 GeV has notable tension with these models, with very few data bins
exhibiting 1σ agreement with any model.
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Process Variant Standard χ2 Log-normal χ2
MnvGENIE v1 495 547
GENIE 2.8.4 422 491
MnvGENIE v2 475 665
GENIE + piontune 477 580
GENIE + RPA 327 459
GENIE + RPA + 2p2h 402 464
GENIE + 2p2h 690 725
MnvGENIE v1+ MINOS pi low Q2 sup. 381 526
MnvGENIE v1+ nCTEQ15 DIS 503 551
MnvGENIE v1+ nCTEQν DIS 506 565
MnvGENIE v1+ AMU DIS 549 636
NuWro 820 587
GiBUU 767 815
TABLE I. The χ2 calculated via standard and log normal
calculations for each model and model variant used in this
analysis. There are 144 degrees of freedom.
bin χ2 calculated for the double-differential result with
a full treatment of correlations, using both standard and
log normal calculations. GENIE with the addition of the
nonresonant pion tune and quasielastic random phase ap-
proximation (GENIE+RPA), has the lowest χ2 values
of 327 and 459, for standard and log normal calcula-
tions respectively, with 144 degrees of freedom. High
values of χ2/DoF have similarly been seen for prior mea-
surements of double-differential cross sections, such as
a quasielastic-like measurement by MINERvA [7], and
inclusive measurements made by T2K [10] and Micro-
BooNE [11].
GENIE 2.8.4, NuWro and GiBUU are compared to
the data by taking ratios of both to MnvGENIE v1, as
single-differential projections in Fig. 9. In the longitudi-
nal momentum projection, all of the neutrino generators
used tend to underpredict the cross sections at high lon-
gitudinal momentum. All of the generators, with the ex-
ception of GiBUU, underpredict the data in this area by
approximately 10 to 15%. GiBUU shows the largest dis-
crepancy, with a 10 to 20% normalization difference with
respect to the other models, resulting in a 20 to 40%
absolute normalization difference with the data. In the
transverse momentum projection, the highest bin, rang-
ing from 1.5<pT < 2.5GeV, is the best-modeled, with all
4 models in agreement with the data. GENIE 2.8.4 and
NuWro both agree with the majority of the data bins for
pT < 0.33GeV. MnvGENIE v1 has the best agreement in
the range of 0.15<pT < 0.55GeV, and GiBUU has the
worst agreement with only three bins being consistent
with data.
When making shape comparisons, however, as shown
in Fig. 10, GENIE 2.8.4 has the best agreement with
the data in the transverse momentum projection, hav-
ing a majority of bins within 1σ. GENIE 2.8.4, NuWro
and GiBUU all match the shape of the data in the
0.25<pT < 0.55GeV bins. MnvGENIE v1 performs the
worst in the transverse momentum shape comparison,
with only three bins in agreement with the data. For the
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FIG. 13. Versions of MnvGENIE v1 altered to use nCTEQ15,
nCTEQν, and AMU true DIS models are shown alongside
data as ratios to MnvGENIE v1 for pT and p||. All of these
models tend to underpredict the cross sections in all areas of
sizable DIS contributions except the highest pT bin.
shape-only longitudinal momentum model comparisons,
NuWro and GENIE 2.8.4 have the best agreement, each
with only a few scattered bins not in agreement. In nei-
ther projection does MnvGENIE v1 stand out as being
a particularly good fit to the data.
The full double-differential cross-section ratios for
these three event generators are shown in Fig. 11. Again,
none of these models have good agreement with the data
throughout the full phase space. The midrange pT shows
the same GiBUU normalization difference seen in the lon-
gitudinal momentum projection. NuWro has the best
agreement at high pT , with all but one of the highest
pT bins in agreement, and the most bins in agreement in
the second highest pT bin. The bins with p||< 5.0GeV
and 0.15<pT < 0.55GeV are among the best modeled,
with MnvGENIE v1 in agreement with data within 1σ for
33 of these 35 bins and GENIE 2.8.4 with 83% of bins in
agreement. NuWro also has fairly good agreement in this
region, especially for the subrange of 3.5<p||< 5.0GeV,
where 80% of the bins are in agreement. All of the
models consistently underpredict the data in the region
with a longitudinal momentum greater than 5GeV and
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FIG. 14. Shape-only versions of MnvGENIE v1 modified to
use nCTEQ15, nCTEQν and AMU true DIS models as ra-
tios to MnvGENIE v1 for pT and p||. In the mid pT range in
which these models differ most from MnvGENIE v1, the mod-
ifications made cause an increased shape discrepancy with the
data.
0.33<pT < 1.25GeV, similarly seen in Fig.8.
An area normalized version of Fig. 11 is shown in
Fig. 12. The area normalization is applied as a single
factor to all panels simultaneously for all of the double-
differential results. The 7% flux uncertainty is largely
uniform, so the χ2 calculated using the covaraince matrix
partially accounts for such overall normalization effects.
The area normalized MnvGENIE v1, NuWro and GiBUU
curves are scaled by normalization factors of 1.11, 1.13,
and 1.26 respectively. The shape agreement is also poor
for these models. NuWro and GiBUU model the shape at
high pT with p||< 5.0GeV better than MnvGENIE v1,
with 81% and 94% of the four highest pT bins in this
range in agreement with data, respectively.
C. Examination of DIS models
Single-differential DIS model comparisons to
nCTEQ15, nCTEQν and AMU are shown in Fig. 13.
These comparisons use MnvGENIE v1 with weights
derived from the DIS models applied to only the true
DIS (W > 2.0GeV, Q2 > 1.0GeV) component, as
explained in Sec. III C. All of the resulting curves tend
to underpredict the cross section in the areas with
significant DIS contributions, except in the highest bin
of transverse momentum. A shape-only version of this
DIS model comparison is shown in Fig. 14. All of these
DIS models, when added to MnvGENIE v1, show poor
shape agreement with the data.
D. Comparisons of Modeling Options with GENIE
Various GENIE model variants are included in Ta-
ble I. The addition of RPA, 2p2h and its tune to
MINERvA data, and the suppression of low Q2 reso-
nances, are supported by comparisons using the mea-
sured hadronic system in MINERvA. Fig. 15 shows three
model variants that have some of the lower χ2 values.
The first of these models is MnvGENIE v2, which in-
cludes addition of MINERvA’s low momentum trans-
fer resonance suppression described in Sec. III C. This
tune is identical to MnvGENIE v1 at higher trans-
verse momenta, with all of the differences occurring with
pT < 1GeV. The addition of low momentum transfer res-
onance suppression to MnvGENIE v2 does a reasonable
job of reproducing the data in the first half of the p|| bins,
but maintains the large underprediction at higher longi-
tudinal momentum, starting at approximately 5.0GeV.
The shape of the suppression differs from the data trends;
its addition generates decent agreement in the first trans-
verse momentum bin, but is too strong in the second
through fourth bins of transverse momentum. When the
MINOS version of this suppression is added to MnvGE-
NIE v1, it produces better χ2 fits than MnvGENIE v2.
The MINOS suppression is similar to the MINERvA ver-
sion in the lowest two pT bins, with a weaker suppression
in higher pT bins. The latter difference produces better
data agreement in those regions.
The second-best log-normal χ2 fit (third-best standard
χ2) is GENIE with the addition of quasielastic RPA sup-
pression and Valencia model 2p2h, GENIE+RPA+2p2h.
This differs from MnvGENIE v1 only in the 2p2h com-
ponent, which is enhanced in MnvGENIE v1, but not in
GENIE+RPA+2p2h. For this reason, the region of in-
terest for comparing these tunes is within the transverse
momentum range of 0.15GeV to 0.70GeV, where all dif-
ferences of significance occur. There is a slight dip in
the data from 2.5<p||< 5GeV for 0.25<pT < 0.40GeV,
which appears to slightly prefer the untuned 2p2h to the
enhanced 2p2h used in MnvGENIE v1. This effect is
slightly more emphasized in the shape-only model com-
parisons in Fig. 16.
Surprisingly, GENIE+RPA, which contains no 2p2h,
is the model with the best χ2. It shows a larger dip
in the same area as GENIE+RPA+2p2h does, with a
much larger effect at low longitudinal momentum, and
extending further into low transverse momentum as well.
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FIG. 15. The ratio of data, MnvGENIE v2, GENIE with the additions of untuned 2p2h and RPA suppression, and GENIE
with RPA suppression added, to MnvGENIE v1. These three model variations provide some of the best χ2 fits to the data.
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FIG. 16. Shape-only ratio of data, MINERvA GENIE v2, GENIE with the additions of untuned 2p2h and RPA suppression,
and GENIE with RPA suppression (and no 2p2h), to MnvGENIE v1. The model variant with the best χ2 fit, GENIE+RPA,
reproduces the shape of the data in specific areas, for example in the first, second and sixth p|| bins nearly all of the bins with
pT > 0.15GeV are in agreement with data, but this variant also has many portions of phase space in which it fails to reproduce
the shape of the data.
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In the absolutely normalized versions of these plots, the
removal of 2p2h causes the model to dip substantially
below the data in most areas of phase space (especially
at higher longitudinal momenta). The shape agreement
improves drastically with the removal of 2p2h in some re-
gions; GENIE+RPA has data agreement in the majority
of bins in the range from 2.0GeV<p||< 4.5GeV with
pT > 0.15GeV, while MnvGENIE v1 has poorer agree-
ment in area normalized plots. As a best fit though, this
model still fails to accurately produce the cross section
shapes seen in the data across the full range of pT and
p|| and does a worse job at predicting the overall normal-
ization than other models and tunes.
Compared to MnvGENIE v1, the description of the
lowest pT bins improves with the removal of some event
rate from at least one process. MnvGENIE v2 removes
low Q2 resonances, while GENIE+RPA instead removes
all the 2p2h component. These defining characteristics of
the two MINERvA tunes operate in overlapping regions
of muon kinematics. The data may prefer future mod-
els with a modification of resonances more sophisticated
then just a low Q2 suppression.
The modifications of QE RPA suppression, 2p2h, en-
hanced 2p2h, and suppressing the low Q2 resonance pion
production are primarily motivated by MINERvA data
for the observed hadronic systems. This includes direct
calorimetric measurements in [38, 39], and the separation
of samples with only protons and neutrons [7, 40, 54, 55]
and with at least one pion [43–46, 56]. Using the hadronic
information in these ways provides relatively good sepa-
ration of the QE, 2p2h, Delta resonance, and higher-W
processes. The result is still an imperfect description of
the muon kinematics in this new inclusive cross section,
suggesting future focus on the detailed correlations be-
tween lepton kinematics and hadronic system.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents inclusive charged-current double-
and single-differential cross sections in terms of longi-
tudinal and transverse muon momentum. Measured
cross sections are shown with comparisons to multiple
variations of GENIE, in addition to model comparisons
with NuWro and GiBUU, and DIS models nCTEQ15,
nCTEQν and AMU. The models see various levels of
tension with the data, with no single model able to con-
sistently reproduce the data throughout the two dimen-
sional phase space. This poor agreement is seen both
in absolutely normalized and shape-only model compar-
isons. There are some new models on the market which
may be able to alleviate some of the tensions we see.
These include other resonance models such as the MK
model [57], alternative 2p2h models such as that from the
SuSA group [58], other pion production models like those
from Lyon [59], Valencia [60] and Ghent [61] groups, and
different low Q2 suppressions.
Models such as MnvGENIE v1 and MnvGENIE v2
were optimized to agree with previous MINERvA mea-
surements in exclusive channels and limited kinematic
regions [38][7]. They have been shown to see good agree-
ment across different exclusive interaction channels [40]
and low-recoil samples [39]. However, the results pre-
sented here show that when all of these modifications are
applied inclusively, having to contend with a large phase
space with many contributing interaction channels, their
predictive power is substantially diminished.
Similarly, the suite of true DIS models used as par-
tial model comparisons in this analysis were developed
as theoretical and data-driven alternatives to other true
DIS models such as those implemented in GENIE. How-
ever, these true DIS models do not result in better agree-
ment than the GENIE DIS model. In fact, the addition
of these true DIS models results in larger discrepancies
with the data.
This measurement indicates that some form of a low
Q2 RES suppression helps to achieve better agreement
in low pT regions, particularly for p||< 5.0GeV. It also
suggests that an enhancement of GENIE DIS may be
called for in lower-W regions, because bins with an aver-
age W< 3.5GeV in which GENIE DIS is the dominant
interaction channel show consistent underpredictions of
the cross section.
The double- and single-differential cross sections show
similar tensions with the model predictions. These re-
sults demonstrate that improvements will need to be
made to neutrino-interaction models if precision neutrino
oscillation experiments hope to better constrain the sys-
tematics originating from cross section models. The mea-
surements reported here should be helpful in validating
these improvements.
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